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Pfitzner, Laura

From: John Lampe 
Sent: Wednesday, 13 August 2014 12:01 PM
To: Adjudication
Subject: N97404 - Exclusive dealing notification by Games Workshop Oz Pty Limited

To whom it may concern, 

 

I am writing in relation to Case Number N97404; the submission on exclusive dealing notification by Games 

Workshop Oz Pty Limited (GWOP) as a concerned customer on the impact of reduced competition if this 

submission suceeds. 

 

As a Professional adult who is extremely time poor I find online ordering an extremely efficient and effective 

way of staying in the hobby. By reducing the amount of online stores and various discounts offered, I will be 

forced into purchasing from GWOP’s own website as there will be no alternative competition. 

 

As it stands now, GWOP has already reduced the range of what could be purchased by various levels of trade 

accounts, and the only way to purchase them currently is through GWOP’s website (listed on their page as 

‘website exclusives’ or ‘direct only’) .  The models listed as ‘direct only’ cannot even be purchased from 

GWOP’s Shop Fronts – you need to visit their website to purchase the items. If this proposal succeeds, then 

GW will have effectively forced all consumers that want to purchase online to go through their own channel 

effectively giving consumers who do not have a local gaming store no other option but to purchase direct 

from GWOP 

 

The substitutes listed by GWOP as direct substitutes are incorrect. 

You cannot use a Dropzone Commander piece as a model in 40K (the size difference alone, 6mm tall Vs 

30mm tall for the equivalent miniature in a game that relies on true line of sight) likewise a board game or a 

Computer Game is not a direct Substitute. You cannot for example, take a deck of magic cards and play 

against a Warhammer Fantasy army at GWOP’s own Shop Fronts. At best, the games are indirect substitutes 

for people who have a broad range of gaming interests, however for people like me who only have an 

interest in games of Warhammer Fantasy & Warhammer 40K, they are not substitutes at all. 

 

I am originally from Central West NSW (Coonamble) with no local game stores within at least 3hrs drive 

away - my only option for my hobby purchases were online stores as most games stores did not offer a 

separate website for sale. There are a few games stores that have separate webstores, my local store in 

Canberra is one; ‘Good Games’ 

operates an Online Store called ‘Black Cultist’ as it is physically unable to hold much GWOP product due to 

space restraints and the limitations of offering a larger range than that of the main ‘Good Games’ Franchise. 

Restricting ‘Black Cultist’ from offering GWOP product (which is the only product it sells) will force the 

website to close, as well as force me to purchase future product from GWOP due to the lack of alternative 

outlets. 

 

As GWOP has limited overseas stores from selling GWOP product to Australia, my choices become extremely 

limiting of who I can buy from in respect of the fact I can’t get to a store during normal business hours. Also, 

by restricting the alternative avenues that currently exist (bits sellers such as ‘Bitz Galaxy’ or Painting 

Services such as ‘Titan Miniatures’) then the services that Local Games stores will be unduly restricted should 

they wish to stock GWOP products. 

 

GWOP occasionally run tournaments and stipulate that for competition, all minatures must be GWOP 

products. In order to compete, you will have to purchase products solely from GWOP (despite the direct 

substitutes listed earlier.), in the case of Direct Order models; consumers can purchase only from GWOPs 

website as Games Workshop does not allow any other online stores or local games stores access. 
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Thank you for your time in reading of some of my concerns regarding GWOP’s submissions. I hope some of 

my concerns may help you with determining of the impacts possible from allowing this submission to 

proceed. If you wish for me to clarify any of my points, please feel free to contact me. 

 

Thank you, 

 

John Lampe 




